How the Kingdom Changes the World
In point-form, here’s the rationale for how the Kingdom changes the world system:
1. The Kingdom of God on Earth was to begin during the time of the Roman empire (i.e. around the
time of the 1st century AD) – according to the dream Daniel interpreted for King Nebuchadnezzar
2. The Kingdom was prophesied to grow until it filled the whole earth – not an instant take-over at the
Second Coming
3. Jesus brought this Kingdom and initiated it
4. We come into his Kingdom by being “born from above” – i.e. spiritually reborn
5. As sons, we must be about Father’s business – it’s our Kingdom activity focus
6. As sons, we must be Spirit-led as anything in the natural has no eternal value, even if it achieves
something for the Kingdom
7. We are to engage in “good works” in the ekklesia and in the world
8. “Good works” must come out of the Internal Kingdom where the King resides
9. All our activities must be motivated by God’s love
10. Love must come from the Internal Kingdom, not from our heart or decision-making
11. God’s love is not agapē love – it’s light-years bigger than that Greek word
12. God’s love is powerful, to the extent that if he were to display it to us, we’d be knocked over
13. We must cease defying the King by doing our own thing as we follow our own path1
14. We need to be reprogrammed of religion and legalism to receive Kingdom knowledge
15. The “Tree of Life” (i.e. the Kingdom/Heaven/Spirit) must be our source of information and data
processing, not the “Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil” (i.e. our intellect and logic)
16. We need the paradigms in our mind that we use to interpret and process information to be
removed – e.g.2
• Evangelicalism
• Sola Scriptura – i.e. believe only what’s in scripture
• Greek thought
• Hebrew thought
• Augustinianism
• Protestantism
• Scientific rationalism
• Cultural relativism
• Humanism
17. Some other paradigms that we might subscribe to that must go are:3
• Political correctness
• Gender disparity
• Abortion rights
• Immorality
• Racial supremacy – of any kind
1 – See canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Defiance-is-holding-me-up.jpg
2 – Those Father showed Mike Parsons (freedomarc.blog/2018/08/16/250-pillars-in-my-mind)
3 – Ron McGatlin (7-2-2019) “Heaven's Life on Earth” (www.openheaven.com/2019/02/07/openheaven-com-digest-february-07-2019)
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• Socialism – including Democratic Socialism
• Communism
• New World Order
• The ideological of being a good person
• Doctrines from any religion
18. Our minds must be changed by the Spirit from the inside-out, with our full support and
compliance
19. Kingdom citizens (sons) are to be “salt” and “light” for the Kingdom
20. Our “salt” must be desirable, otherwise it will be rejected (“trodden on”) by people
21. We are not to be hidden from the world, otherwise we’ll have no impact
22. Evangelism is not our focus, relationships are our focus
23. We are to touch people and their circumstances with the power of Heaven (the Kingdom), without
fear, when the opportunities are presented
24. Our focus to impact others is in our Kingdom sphere of influence – home, work, street
25. Our focus is our neighbourhood – primarily the neighbours in the street, the housing complex or
the high-rise
26. We must know the Kingdom sphere of influence that has been given to us and not exceed it’s
limits unless directed by the Spirit
27. New Kingdom citizens join a Kingdom Community where they can be nurtured, taught and
discipled
28. The ekklesia’s prime function is mutual support as a community under the King’s headship and the
Spirit’s leading
29. We are to have our emotional wounds healed so we can be made fully useful for the Kingdom
30. The members of a Kingdom Community have the principal function of healing the emotional
wounds of themselves and other Jesus-followers4 – provided they want to be healed
31. Some of the people impacted by Heaven will want to come into the Kingdom – this is the time we
evangelize because Father has drawn them to himself
32. When the number of Kingdom citizens reaches a tipping point, the spiritual atmosphere will shift
and cities/towns will move towards becoming Kingdom outposts
33. The changes the Kingdom makes needs to eventually impact the 7 mountains (pillars) of society
for any national metamorphosis to be complete
34. Deciding to go and change the world is a choice made in the natural – it’s a work of “the flesh”
and unacceptable in the Kingdom5
35. We are to display the glory in us6 – this is one of our functions (Just as Israel as a nation was to
display to other nations the glory that comes from coming under the government and favour of God)

36. This Glory is from various sources: The glory of the King inside us; our glory as a human being
(Father’s managers of the planet); our glory as a son of God; & the glory that increases with the
rulership of the King in our lives
37. This glory will attract people to the Kingdom
4 – See “Community Insight from ‘The Valley'”
(canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Community-Insight-from-The-Valley.pdf )
5 – Frank Viola (15-1-2019) “More Kingdom Misconceptions” [0:00-9:35] (insurgence.podbean.com/e/2-more-kingdom-misconceptions)
6 – See Mike Parson (22-2-2019) “Clothed with Glory” (https://freedomarc.blog/2019/02/22/259-clothed-with-glory)
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38. Our glory will shine like Jesus did on mount Horeb (the ‘Mount of Transfiguration’) – his
remained veiled as his exposed sonship would have prevented the Jews from asking for him to be
killed
39. This glory only shines from us when we have been humbled, crushed and taken over by the King
– nothing else can release it
40. This glory will impact the planet itself, as well as the plant and animal life causing them to augur
for the complete restoration of everything
41. At a certain tipping point, despite the opposition from the kingdom of darkness and it’s destruction
of the planet, the restoration will begin to be noticed
42. The restoration will herald the return of the King who will complete it by eliminating evil
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